
idrive™ Specification Sheet
for TorqueMaster™ and Torsion Spring Models

BETTER BY DESIGN
� Since the unit is mounted directly to the spring shaft, there is no unsightly rail stretched across your garage. 

� The idrive opener is self-contained in a sleek housing mounted directly to the wall, above the door. It’s 
practically invisible!

� Only one inch of headroom is required above the TorqueMaster counterbalance system (1-1/2” for torsion
counterbalances).

� Quieter Operation - The opener mounts to the wall instead of the ceiling, so it doesn’t transmit noise and
vibration directly to any room above.

� Interference with support beams is eliminated.

� Five-function wireless wall station controls door open-close, light on-off, programmable pet opening, 
10-second closing safety delay and door set up routine. 

� No operating arm attached to the door eliminates stress on the door itself, reducing the chance of door section
failure.

� The emergency release handle is easily accessible to the side of the door, out of the way of SUVs and van roof
racks.

� Wireless security light automatically lights with opener activation and stays on five minutes for safer, easier
night entry into the garage and home. Light also operates manually from wall station.

� 3-button remote-control transmitter activates up to six different doors or devices. Transmitter mounts on visor
or attaches to keychain.

� Soft Start/Soft Stop Control - This control smoothly opens the door as it starts, and gently lowers the door as it
closes. This feature greatly decreases wear and tear on the door, and eliminates noises due to jolting starts
and closes.

� Automatic Travel Limit - The system will automatically compensate for changes in temperature and floor level
variation to allow the door to seal properly. This eliminates having to adjust the door yourself.

� Compatible with all HomeLink® Systems.

Torsion Spring Model

TorqueMaster™ Spring Model



BEAUTY
� No bulky opener rail provides a neater, cleaner look.

� The opener is self-contained in a sleek housing mounted to the wall, above the door. It’s practically invisible!

� If idrive is installed with a pinch resistant door, no photo eyes are required, eliminating unsightly wiring that
runs from the power head to the photo eyes on conventional openers. (idrive torsion models are shipped with
photo eyes)

� The wireless wall station and wireless, keyless entry pad also eliminate unsightly wiring that normally hangs
on the wall for conventional openers.

� Since the release handle is located to the side of the door, there is no dangling release cord in the middle of
the garage, eliminating clutter.

� No operator arm means there is no large metal attachment going from the trolley rail to the door, providing a
cleaner look.

SAFETY AND SECURITY

� When combined with a Wayne-Dalton pinch resistant door, it becomes a UL® Listed door and opener system.

� The opener does not exert a “driving” force on the door to close it, as with typical openers. Instead, it actually
senses any unusual force as the door moves. This highly-sensitive design creates a system that provides the
maximum in garage door safety, thereby avoiding injury to family, friends, pets, or damage to vehicles.

� Door Closing Delay Button - Gives the user 10 seconds to exit the garage safely before the door starts to
close.

� Active Door Position Sensing Capability - Constantly monitors position of moving door in case a quick 
reversal is necessary.

� Rolling Access Codes - Protects families from thieves who use sophisticated technology to steal personal
access codes. Makes "code-grabbing" impossible by automatically programming in a new access code each
time the opener is activated. 

� Energy-Efficient Security Light - Automatically lights when the opener is activated. Stays on for five minutes
for safer, easier entry into the garage and home.

� Photoelectric Safety Sensors are not needed if the opener is installed with a pinch resisant door, eliminating
problems from their misalignment and unsightly wiring. (idrive torsion models are shipped with sensors)

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

� Programmable Pet Opening Button — Opens the door to a pre-selected height between 6" and 30" to allow
pets to easily move in and out. This feature is also beneficial for garage ventilation.

� Wireless security light plugs into any outlet in line of sight with opener. 

WARRANTY

� A Lifetime Limited warranty for the motor against defects in materials and workmanship comes with each
idrive™ opener. Other components also have extended limited warranties. See dealer for complete warranty
details.
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